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"Hammer"-ing away!!!

Luau highlights
Hawaiian history
CHERYL FARRISH
Staff Reporter
Dressed in garments fit for
warmer climates and holding tickets resemblingboardingpasses, the
nearly600 guestsat Saturdaynight's
annual Luau celebrated the culture
and spirit of Hawaii in grand fashion. Orchestrated in whole by SeattleUniversity'sHui'ONani Club,
the annual Luau has been a celebrated event on campus for 41

Germanpianist andSchubert specialist, Christoph Hammer, isvisitingSeattle University aspartof a College
ofArtsandSciences-sponsored schedule ofculturalandmusical events.Hammer directs the "Munich Court
Orchestra" in Germanyand enjoys a worldwide reputationfor his work on historicalinstruments.

years.
At this year's Luau, guests were
greeted withshell leisbefore entering Campion Ballroom through a
corridor decorated to resemblethe
interior of a passenger plane. The
ballroomitself was lined with colorful flowers and leaves, many of
which were flown in from Hawaii
especially for this event.
The theme of this year's Luau
was"IKe AoOKaManawa,"which
means "Through the Years." The
purpose of SU's Luau since its in-

ception has been to celebrate and
showcase the diverse cultureof the
HawaiianIslands.
Throughout the night, Hui club
members presented several hula
dances, as well as a festive and
well-received Tahitian routine.
enjoyed the performances,
Guests
emphasis onorganizations thathave
rangedin
which
moodfromreflecsociety.
impacts
on
positive
playful,
snacking on
to
while
tive
job
a
where
you
"Do you want
slices
chocolate-covpineapple
and
to
make
a
paid
difference?"
can get
eredmacadamia nuts.
Elbert asked.
"It wasamazingtoseethe amount
degree
goes
"This
hand-in-hand
withSeattleUniversity' s socialjus- of talent that the student body has
ticefocus. Peoplecanlearn toaffect andthat sometimescan gounrecognized," Theodora Tom said, a sechange."
An information session washeld nior Criminal Justicemajor. "It was
last week to introducethe major to also a great display of the cultural
prospective students and pre-ma- diversityof bothHawaiiand the SU
campus."
For dinner, guests were treated to
See Public Affairs on page 7
an array of Hawaiian delicacies including sweet potato, rice, and
haupia, a sweet coconut pudding
dessert.While sampling thesefoods,
the sold-outcrowd wasentertained
Peace fortheStreetsby Kids onthe
by the liveband music ofJahBless,
Streets, Rooster worked as an
a localgroupwhich featured islandAmericorps volunteer, coordinat- inspired rhythms.
ing food donations and forums beThrough the years, the annual
tweenhomeless youths and the poLuau has become an anticipated
liceforce, civilleaders,andresource
event not only for those who have
agencies. Rooster also spent time
neverexperienced Hawaii,but also
teaching computer skillsto the eldfor those who call Hawaii home.
erly and helped young kids at a
"Being so far away from home,
local Boys and GirlsClub.
we
miss ourculture and we want to
Thursday, April 11th, 2002
it with the people in Seattle"
share
Rooster was violently beaten by Lianne Ige, a junior majoring in
two men.Suffering fromheadinjuLiberal Studies, noted. "Plus, it
ries.Rooster later died the follow- brings all ofthe Hawaii people toing Sunday at HarborviewMedical
gether."

Public service awarded degree
MeghanSmith

enter the worldofleadershipinnon-

Staff Reporter

This fall, Seattle University will
be implementinga newdegree that
prepares students to be leaders in
their field, involved citizens, and
proficient policy makers.
Sound like something that you
wouldbeinterestedin? Welcometo
thefield of Public Affairs.
A successortoSU Public Administration degree, the Bachelor of
Public Affairs primes students to

profit and governmental organizations.
"Thisdegreepreparesstudents to
becomeconfident leaders," Noreen
Elbert, Bachelor of Public Affairs
Coordinator, said.
Starting fallof 2002,anyone who
hascompleted 75 credits andhas a
3.00 grade point average can enter
the program.
With this degree, students are
encouraged to enter the world of
management and policy, with an

Hunger Sweeps campus
Krystal Wood

Nicholas Helhowski. Helhowski
was known to friends and all as

Staff Reporter

Rooster.

Spring-cleaning your cupboards
After moving toSeattle from Inand the end of the year are fast diana,Rooster livedin transitional
approaching. Thesetwo opportuni- housingas he waslookingfor work.
ties will allow you to help others. While living on the streets, Rooster
Seattle University's Campus volunteered at local food kitchens
Ministry will use this week's Hun- and emergency shelters providing
ger Sweep to honor the memoryof help to others he lived with. At
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Editorial

The yearhas broughtmanylife
lessons toSU, world
Theweather hasturned warmer in Seattle,signaling that spring willsoon
lead to the end of the academic year. The Spectator has only two more
issues, and thisisas good ofa time as any toreview whathas happenedon
campus and throughout the world during the past academic year.
"Noonewilleverforget," wasrepeatedover and overagain onthenews
as students began to return back to Seattle University last fall. No one at
SU could have missed the coverage of the fateful day when the World
TradeCenter towers weredestroyedbycommercial airliners.As students
returnedSept. 11 was still fresh in their minds.
It took weeks for the dust to settle in New York, and weeks for SU
students to fully grasp the impact of the events that occurred during
summer break.Students returned to SUand found support and guidance
in the arms of thecampus. Lectureson Islamand terrorismopened the eyes
of students, while the video coveragein mid-September had forced many
students' eyes to fill with tears.
As October began to go by The Spectator and the University slowly
began to turn away from the tragedy. Articles on the installation of metal
detectors at the bookstore, and the roadblocks in front of Xavier roared
equal to questions of whether America shouldbe at war.Hate graffiti was
found in residencehalls in late October. The message was not against
Islam,but rather against National ComingOutlDay.
As November began, a rash of bike thefts plagued campus and the
surrounding area, and as Seattle voted ona new mayor. The sports page
noticedthe potential ofSU's swim team,and students volunteered to give
a park afacelift. Yet, the opinion page still waslit with students therapeutically using the newspaper to deal with the waron terrorism.
Before winter break Father Sundborg addressed the campus through
KSUB, but few ears heard his insightful plans for the future of SU.
InJanuary when students returned frombreak SUlost thecompanionship
of a faithful employee of 24years.James "Ciscoe"MorrisretiredfromSU.
The Olympics were on the minds of some in January, but so was the

Letters

impendingbudget cuts.
ByFebruary theNew Student Center was startingto come together,and
Israeli and Palestinian tensions began boilover into the consciousness of
the American public as more than a dispute, but an atrocity.
The tennis teamwas cut aroundValentine's Day,and left players a little
heartbroken.
In March spring break consumed the thoughts of most students.
InApril IRS woesand Catholic sex scandals wereon thelips ofstudents
and on thepages of The Spectator.
Yet now in May, with Corazon Aquino's visit and many students
preparing for their graduation thoughts have turned to reflection. What
have we learned in the past year that will stay with us for the rest of our

lives?
Safety and family will neverbe taken for grantedagain. With Sept. 11,
and Aquino's terrible loss of her husband, we learned that the most
important thing in the worldis family, and that we arenever completely
safe. Yet, we alsohave learned that there is life after tragedy.
The worldis not open-minded yet. The hate graffiti showedthe campus
that although we welcomedIslamontoourcampus, homosexualityis still
—
taboo.Bureaucracy willalways exist a lesson shown by most ofthe oncampus issues. Faithgoes beyond the church was shown to us by the sex
scandals. Now we must remember to take these lessons with us.
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Perth prostitutes sore after military occupation
day because shedid not want torisk Bremerton based vessel as having the world is awake, the incident
cloned
thereputationof theinstitution when been among the three. My second took on alife of its ownand
counmany
times
across
the
was
that
switchitself
thought
that
the
she found that some of her ladies
to
be
lit
try.
going
at
was
board
the
Sun
they
"taking
were
money when
were
What a no-win situation for the
up like the Christmas Ship with
not up to the job."
wives
and
editor!
Ihope Scripps Howard apNavy
are
angry
Yanks
calls
from
usually
find the
"We
proves Pepcid AC as an expense
hard work,butlotsoffun. This time girlfriends.

Cyrus Heffernan

Spectator Columnist

It appears as though US military
friendly fire has become a problem
beyond the combat zones of Afghanistan. A different form of engagement occurred down under in
Australia whenour troopswore out
the female employees of a Perth
brothel.
Ina recentSaturdayedition of the
Bremerton Sun, the Perth brothel
story was explained. The article
wentinto afairbit ofdetailandeven
quotedthe madamof thebrothel as
sayingthatshe closed the establishment whenshe foundthat her "prostitutes were so worn out that they
couldnot provide what sheconsiders to be a quality service."
Proprietor Mary- AnneKen worthy
closed the doors to Langtrees for a

they needed some company, too,"
she said.
Triggeringthisunheard ofbrothel
closure was the arrivalof threeNavy
ships that deposited about 7,000
sailors in town. Havingbeen at sea
in combat conditions for about six
months in their efforts to eradicate
evil,some 600 of the male personnelhad some, should we say, steam
to blow off.
When Ifinally stoppedlaughing
reallyhave) thatSatur(not sure ifI
day morning, the first thing Idid
was go back to the front page to
make sure Iwas not reading the
National Enquirer. Ithen made copies of the story for friends and even
someinstructors.Everyonethought
it was hysterical.
My first reaction was a feeling
that it took a lot of guts for aNavy
town rag to run a story such as this,
especially because it named a

It turns out Iwas right on both

counts. The following Tuesday,
Editor Scott Ware issued an apology for the article claiming that "it
was not public service journalism
ordiligent reporting."
Prostitution is reputed to be the
world's oldest profession. Sister
Mother Mary Holywater taught us

all about it inCatechism class while
discussing the exploits of Mary
Magdalene.
Sailors, be they military, merchant, or recreational, have been
patronizingthe services ofladies of
the night while in port ever since
there have been ships at sea. This
reputation was not established by
rumor.

Editor Ware went on to state that
he did not want to "give any further
life to the story by going into the
details." Because the apology occurred ona weekday whenmore of

Administration

account item.

KIRO radio's Dave Ross even
gotintothe act whenheinterviewed
themadamonhismorningtalk show
,show told him that the business
attempted to mitigate its circumstances by canceling vacations and
calling up their "reserves." Our
armedforcesdothe verysame thing
whencombat conditions exist.
The Brides ofChrist told us that
prostitution is evil. President Bush
vowed toeradicate evil withOperation Enduring Freedom. The sailors of theUSS Stennis,Port Royal,
and Bridge shut down a house of ill
repute. This should be declared a
military victory, withoutany casualties to our side, no less.
In the "wake" of the apology,the
Sunran 14 letters to theeditor onthe
topic, eight of which were from
infuriated readers. Theremarks ran
full circle from accusations of im-

fails

students

morality to promises of subscrip-

tion cancellation.
Interestingly, two female writers
said an apology was unnecessary.
While one said she and the Navy
friends she commutes with foundit
entertaining,bothessentially stated
that that offended wives and girlfriends must beignoring the reality
that boys will be boys when they've
been at sea too long.
So, whatconstitutes agood news
story? To me it has to be informative,unique,and,most importantly,
it needs to be true. Some good
humor simply makes the piece that
much better. Thearticle, headlined
"War Stress Wears Out Australian
Prostitutes," certainly fulfills my
criteria.
This is certainlynot the firstnews
story that portrayed a reality that
was offensive tosome. IfIwerethe
weekend editor at the Sun, Iwould
runa future story of this nature in a
—
heartbeat albeit, Iwouldleave out
the names of the vessels involved.
To those offended by the truth, I
suggest thatyou not become emotionally involved with a sailor and
stop reading the newspaper.

while

tution

rising

Death penalty not
cruel or inhumane

AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Editor
Before he died, 32-year-old
Ronford Styron got a last meal:
maybe it was steak orpizza, but he
at least got to choose.
Before 11-month-old Lee Styron
died, he had a last meal as well:
Duct tape.
In 1993, Lee was beaten to death
by his father, Ronford,who was put
to death in Texas on May 16.
One week later, Seattle University is taking part in Death Penalty
Abolition Week, set up and supportedby fools who think Ronford
Styron deserved to live. The most
ridiculous event tocome outof this
was "WeChoose Life," a vigilheld
"In remembranceofthose whohave
suffered the death penalty."
Foolish me, I thought you were
supposed to getsmarter incollege.
Amnesty International,one of the
biggest opponentsof the death penalty, sponsored the activities at SU
this week. Here are some of their
views, quoted directly from the
Amnesty International web site:
"The death penalty is the ultiand degradmate cruel, inhuman
"
ingpunishment.
Urn,not really.You know whatis
cruel? Punching an 11-month-old
in the head. That's what Ronford
Styron did to his son. And after he
stuffed ihekid's mouth with tape to
stop him from crying, Ronford
dunked him in ice water, squeezed
his chest hard enough to break his

ribs and shook him so hard the retinas of his eyes hemorrhaged.
What? You forgot death row inmates actually didsomethingtoget
there?
Ifcapitalpunishment is inhuman,
try unloading a pistol into a man
who was just doinghis job. That's
what Lynda Lyon Block did. She
and her boyfriend killed police officer RogerMotley,Jr.in 1993.The
couple who was on the run to
avoid sentencing —for stabbing
Block's ex-husband shot Motley
as he approached their car. Block
was electrocuted onMay 10.
How can anyone believe that executingBlock or Ronford Styron is
cruel, inhuman, or degrading?
If anything, we should beharsher
with the deathpenalty. Capitalpunishmentalready takes way too long
and goes way tooeasy. Afterspending 10-15 years ondeathrow (hence
the insane cost),prisoners get todie
the easy way.Of the 28 executions
in America this year,all but Block's
were by lethal injection. And what
is so inhuman about lethal injection? The prisoner basically falls
asleep.That's why Ronford Styron
had the gall to say,"I'mgoing to go
and be with my little boy and I'm
going to have fun withhim,"before
he died. Newsflash,asshole: You're
not going to heaven.
In cases of pre-meditated murder, the punishment should fit the
crime. When Tracy Lee Housel
raped,strangled and beat 46-yearold Jean D. Drew to death in 1985,
he shouldn't have been allowed to
die peacefully likehe did, via lethal
injection. Housel should have been
—
—
rapedhimself with a spikedbat
and thrown off a bridge. Stop killing these people softly.It's notlike
their victims got humane treatment.
"(The deathpenalty) violates the
"
right to life.

—

'

Assumingthey reallguilty, death cases often include "prosecutorial
row inmates either killed someone or police misconduct; the use of
orcommitted treason. While Idon't unreliable witnesstestimony,physithink treason should bepunishable cal evidence, or confessions; and
by death,murder absolutely should. inadequatedefenserepresentation."
The killer violated the victim's right If that is reason enough to abolish
to life, thus forfeiting their own. the death penalty, should we also
Anyone who takes a life in a pre- abolish prison? Because the same
meditated and violent fashion stuff happens in trials for lesser
shouldget theirs taken.Bottomline. crimes, where prison is the maxi"(The death penalty) is irrevo- mum sentence.
"(The death penalty) has never
cable and" can be inflicted on the
been
shown to deter crime more
innocent.
"
Ninety-nine American prisoners effectively thanotherpunishments.
Amnesty International says the
have been released from death row
rate inCanada dropped the
emerged
1973
after
murder
evidence
since
of their innocence. And according year after the death penalty was
to Amnesty International, those abolished, as if people were more

"
The Spectator May 23, 2002

afraid of a jail cell than of dying.
Maybe the murder rate went down
because less people decided to kill
someone that year. If the murder
rate had goneup, Amnesty Interna-

tional wouldn'thave said a word.
Death penalty opponents should
imagine life without suitable punishment.Surely they wouldn'tfight
so hard for abolition if their kids
were being coached by someone
like death row graduate Daniel Lee
Zirkle,whomurdered his four-yearolddaughterand 14-year-old sister.
Quit feelingsorry for the sorriest
that society has to offer.

e-mail Austin at
burtona3l6@hotmail.com
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SECURITY RETORT
AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor

Doesn't anyone know the
Heimlich?

gency phone station and on trash
containers near the Administration
Building.The graffiti wasdone with
a bright yellowpermanentmarker,

and caused about $100 in damage.

Take a hint,dude
Monday,5/13/02
A University employee started
Monday, 5/13/02
choking on a piece of food in the
A student reported ongoing haEngineering Building. Campus
Public Safety staffrespondedalong rassment by a non-campus indiwith the Seattle Fire Department, vidual.Thestudentsaidshe'dasked
alone, but
butthe victim was okay enough to the person to leave her
sending
they
by
her sevpersisted
takeshallow breaths andwas transerale-mails.
ported to the emergency room for
When the student found out the
treatment.
person was watchingher whileshe
Makinga loud statement
was with her parents, she called
CPS, who is working with the SeMonday, 5/13/02
attle Pojice Department to address
Graffiti was found on an emer- the situation.

Someone needs to get

off that stuff
Wednesday, 5/15/02
At 7:30 a.m., a Grounds
workerfounda syringenear
the corner of 10th and E.
Madison. The syringe was put in a
sharps box and incinerated.

Make the voices stop!

Someone stole the jolliness

Saturday, 5/18/02
Wednesday, 5/15/02
A Campion Hall residentcalled
A bike wasreported stolen from
the 1lth andE. Cherry garage. The CPS to report written and teleWednesday,5/15/02
victim said they secured their bike phone harassment.The victim said
CPS found that a transient was with a cablelock to thebikerackin someonecalledtheir roomandleft
keeping his personal belongings earlyApril, and when they returned a message abouttheirmusic being
too loud. Later on, a note was
under the bushes situated on the in mid-May, it was gone.
Thecable lock had been cut and passed under the door that again
corner of 12th and E. Cherry.
The transient and his belongings was lying on the ground. The bike mentioned loud music and had a
were removed and warned to stay was described as a green 'Giant' "threatening"tone. The victimsaid
awayfrom campus or face trespass bike with a silver side rack and is they are rarely in their room and
charges.
valued at $250.
don't play it loud when they are.

Get out of my house!

___^^

Next fall, Chinese language program begins
the fund has been exhausted.
will help students think more glo- SUNY, Buffalo.
"Briefly, what attracted metoSU
'This program is long overdue," bally about their responsibilities to
is its dedication to build a bridge
added Liang."In the age of global- other countries.
The Foreign Language Depart- between its students and the local
Seattle University's Department ization we should open ourselves
of ForeignLanguage willbe begin up to the entire worldeconomically ment conducted a national search and global communities, and its
offering Chinese language courses and culturally. Asia has become for a faculty member to head the fresh start in establishing the Asian
Studies
this fall, thanks toa $150,000 grant increasprofrom the U.S. Department ofEdu- ingly imgram at
portant for
cation.
increasingly
important
for
has
become
in
the
t h c
The CollegeofArtsandSciences us
prime
forming
a Asian 21st cenisin theprocess of
University
century...
in the
time for
Studies Program and willbegin of- tury, espethe defering a minor inChinese language cially for
students
afford not to provide
velopand Culture within the next two those who

ALYSSA BERG
Staff Reporter

ter

"Asia
us
can't

years.

live in Pa-

The Foreign LanguageDepart-

cific Rim.

ment has wantedto create this major for some time, but according to

Seattle
University

Seattle
our "
with courses on asian studies.
21st

kan liang, professor of asian history

can't afford not to provide our stu- Chinese program.
dents with courses on Asian Stud'The pool of candidates we had
was
superb," Reinking assured.
ies."
Theychose Dr.MingFeng,head
Over 1.3 billion people speak
happen."
Paul Milan, Coordinator of Inter- Chinese,making it the most widely of the Chinese program at State
national Studies and Kan Liang, spoken language in the world and UniversityNewYork, Buffalo.Feng
Professor of Asian History, wrote the fifth most spoken language in willbegin teaching at SU this fall.
America.
Another Chinese language
the grant application twice.
"We had trouble demonstrating
Seattle and China both border teacher willbe hired to work parttime when the need arises.
to thegranting agency thatourcom- the Pacific Ocean. Jesuits have a
Dr.Feng,originally from southmitment was long term," Reinking long tradition working in Asia, exemplified bysuch pioneersasFran- east China, earneda bachelor's desaid.
gree inEnglishat Shanghai InternaThe granter declined to fund the cisco Xavier and MatteoRicci.
institution,
the
As part of a Jesuit
tional Studies University.
program in 2000, butcomplied this
beHe earned his doctorate in ForForeignLanguageDepartment
year after SU committed to financiallybacking and continuingit af- lieves that by offering Chinese it eign Language Acquisition at
Victor Reinking,Chair of the Foreign Language Department, "The
government grant really made it

a

ment of
the US-

-

different and fun to learn," Feng

said.
Dr. Feng is also a dynamic
scholar. He recently received an
award of $7,000 from Tuttle Publishing, a prestigious publishing

house specializing in Asian languages and cultures.
Thisaward wasgiven toFengfor
a book he authored entitled Conventionally Speaking, on learning
to speak Chinese theChinese way.
This fall,when theprogram commences, the Chinese language stu-

dents will be divided into two

groups.

The first groupincludes what the
China
department is calling, "the heritage
rel a
students," which includes people
tionship," Feng said.
Besidesbeinganexperiencedlan- who have grown up with Chinese
guage teacher,Dr.Feng is also an speaking relatives or have had an
expert with new technologies that introduction to Chinese on a daily
will allow professors to take a dif- basis.
The second group is for beginferent approach to teaching lanners whohave had no prior experiguage.
new,
language
ence with Chinese. Like otherlanA
state-of-the-art
installed
guagesoffered at SU, students will
learning center has been
the
the
on
third floor of
Lemieux take three 5-credit classes in their

Library. A multimedia classroom
linked to the labis also under construction in the Administration
Building.
"Chinese is nomoreorless difficult than other languages, it's just

first year.
Once the Chinese language program is established, the Foreign
Language Department plans to establish a Study Abroad program in
China for SU students.
Beat this photocaption byThe Specta-

tor andyou get two tickets to the movie

"Whok'oKfaetmrhdenyew

PSturreap' insJeo?"

of your choice.
In order to qualify, your captionmust
be sent to retanan@seattleu.edu by next
Monday.
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News
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saturday

Friday

Sunday

Mass

SIFF

Graduating student speak-outs

5

AH are welcome to
celebrate mass at the
Chapel of St. Ignatius.
Morning
serviceis at 11
Festival,
national Film
evening
service
and
a.m.
Seattle's annual threeweek-longfilm-extrava- 9 p.m.
ganza,has officially be-

On Thursday only from 11a.m.til 4 p.m.,soon-toThose four little letbe SU graduates will have ten minutes each to voice ters speak for themtheir appreciations or concerns in the Upper SUB. selves: the SeattleInter-

Don't miss the last two days of this SU tradition.

"Whoa"

Getonit!

Tonight at 8 p.m. gun.
Monday is absolutely
For a complete movie
day
the last
TheSpecta- SEAC will be present/orwillbeacceptingap- ing TheMatrix in Pigott handbook for this year's
festival,grab a copy of
plications for available Auditorium.
this week's Seattle
positions. For more information,seetheadon
Weekly. Inside is a pullStudio 54
out guide as well as
page7.
Don't forget to pick moviereviews. (Be sure
Figure
to check out The
p
U your tickets for Senior Cruise from the Spectator'sSIFFreview
drawing
Campus Assistance Cen- onpages 8-9, too.) Keep
TheFineArtsDepart- ter the SUB. Tickets in mind that tickets are
ment is continuing in are $12 for singles, $24 anywhere from $4 to $8
for couples or $60 for a and inarguab.y cheaper
Drawing Workshops group of six.Dress code when bought in advance
or semiforma.. at (206) 324-9996 or
P.m.
in Fine Arts 206 For Strictly21andover. The www.seattlefilm.com.
more information, call boast leaves Pier 55 at 9 For more information
call (206) 324-9997.
(206)296-5360.
p.m.Don't be late!

in'

££3C*£

freZ*7p.m.to9

fs dis'co

Wake Up!
Guess what, all you
Journalism majors? In
thereal world theyhave
this thing (it'scalled experience) and you need
it.So whynotstartbuilding your portfolio with
The Spectator!
Tomorrow is the .ast
day they will be accepting applications so pick
oneor twopositions you
wouldlike tohaveexperience in and apply!
Call (206) 296-647 1
for more information.

Monday

Tuesday

No classes!
Memorial Day
Holiday!

That's comedy

A leSSOn in
history
Memorial Day, originally called Decoration
Day, isaday ofremembrance for those who

have diedin our nation's
service.
Officially proclaimed
onMay6, 1868 by GeneralJohn Logan,national
commanderof theGrand
Army of the Republic,
Memorial Day was first
celebrated on May 30,
1868 when flowers were
placed on the graves of
Union and Confederate

Go local

Don't head down to
Tonight at 8 p.m.
Square or
Pioneer
rolling
SEAC will start
before
you ve
the first film of their Belltown

double feature movie given somelocal pubs a
chance.
night.
Only a few months
Happy
GUmore
After
Green,
Chop Suey (1325 E
ago
Union
the
on the
Madison)
inside
to
known
go
will
event
Pigott Auditorium aHO a the Break Room
p.m. tofinishthe evening Now there is new paint,
with theall-time classic, new carpet,new music,
Check out Park toCaddy Shack
night for $5. Fo more
Formo
call SEAC at (206) 296- informal ion, call (206)
324-8UUU.
6047.

jvas

mfonrurtjon.

talented

£f|« jwodjy,

TuesdayandWednesdays mark,
of the annua Senior Fine Arts Exhibition. The

«^"^^from
through Fnday

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. As always,

so.diers at the Arlington
National Cemetery. For (Casey 103) and others in the F.ne Arts Vachon
more information go to Ro mFor more information call (206) 296 5360.
www.usmemonalday.org.
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Spring fashions remind that sun is onit s way
BRIANJOHNSON
Staff Reporter

—

Ignore the weatherand pay attention to the calendar spring is here!
Its time to break out of those drab
winter duds and strut into something more attractive.
What kind of clothes should I
wear? Where do Ibuy them? Will
this affect my monthly budget?
These are many of the questions
studentsask themselves whengearing up for the warmer weather.
In order to answer these ques—
tions,local fashion experts Seattle
University students were called
upon to serveas guides to the wonderful worldofspring fashion.
Kuba Kuczewskiand TonyMayr,
seniors, feel they know what their
fellow students at SU should be

—

wearing.
Puma and Diesel are two of the
hottest name brands on the market

rightnow, accordingto Kuczewski. laid-back style fits spring fashion
'Tank tops, exotic T-shirts, and perfectly.As the seasons change,so
unique hats are at the top ofmy list doesLyons' wardrobe,from sweaters andpuffy jackets to plain white
for the spring," Kuczewski said.
Mayr believes one must always T-shirts. Lyons style consists of
keep his wardrobe ready for the matchingcolors of pants and shoes
days the sun decidesto show itself. around the heart of his style, white
"I pretty much have the— same T-shirts.
"People here at SU don't match;
wardrobeall year in—Seattle polo
shirts, jeans, slacks but Ialways they need to be morecolor-coordihave tank tops and shorts close at nated," Lyons said. "They need to
hand for those rare sunny days," putdown the Abercrombieand pick
up the Scan John."
Mayr said.
As for what not to wear, both of
When it comes to what not to
wear,
Lyonsknows whatis not apour expertsagreed that capri pants
attire for the spring.
propriate
style,
along
with anywere out of
"Fellas,
please, no open toe sanNavy.
thing
" from Old
dals
Club,
year, and those small
this
shop
1 like to
at the Zebra
T-shirts have to go,"
Outfitters,
or
Nordstrom
most
Abercrombie
Urban
of the time, but Ialways stop at Lyons said.
Sierra Swing and Nicole
Banana Republicbecause theyhave
great sales in the spring. Old Navy Riccardo, juniors, know what the
is definitely not on my list," spring can bring. Less clothing,
brighter colors, skirts and shorts
Kuczewski said.

Darnell Lyons, junior, feels his

were the main things mentioned by

Swing, whocould not waitto reveal
her wardrobe.
"Springseems tobring out bright
colors, Imostly wear black in the
winter, so my wardrobe dramatically changesin-betweenthese seasons," Swing said.
As for Riccardo, her style has to
do with sheddingclothes also.
"Idon't wear sweaters nearly as
much during the spring. Ilike to
pullout my cute littletank tops,and
shortsleeveT-shirts from theGap,"
Riccardo said.
Swingtends to stick toNordstrom
to fulfill her shopping needs, althoughsherecentlypurchased some
swim wear from Bebe. Riccardo
also likes Nordstrom but spends
most of her time in theBon Marche
buying whatever grabs her attention.
Rounding out our panel of experts is freshman Tiare Miller who
is more of a thrift-shopperand does

12112, n
Jt's YOUR 1
$354
London
$463 BUDGETHOTELS
paris
$583
Brussels
$530
Frankfurt
San Jose C.R. ...$566
_"
Rio
de Janiero...s797
Fares are round-trip. Restrictions

J""""*
§^f§fl
"^^'hSt

may apply. Tax not included.

fIHB.

mwim

fIBJ^rTriTRAVELi
4341 University Way NE
206.633.5000

look for high-priced name
brands.
"In the springIlike to dress more
'island style': colorful, laid back
clothing. Ilike to wearhalter tops
and slippers whenthesun is out, but
jeans and boots when it'■rauVvng,"
Millersaid.
Miller does most of her thrift
shopping at Crossroads on Broadway. She piecestogetherher spring
wardrobe carefully, watching her
budget, as well as her style.
Swing, Riccardo, and Miller all
had one thing in common as far as
what not to wear:sweater vests. So
guys, if your thinking about wearing a sweatervest next timeit's hot,
not

you might want to reconsider.
Now that you know what the
experts are wearing, you should
haveno problem in findingthehottest clothes this spring.
All you have to do is find some
money to buy them with.

The test is changing.*

Prep now!

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's whyIstill
teach my own classes. That's
why you shouldcall me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

A high GRE score is critical to admissions success.
Take Kaplan and get a higher score.

GRE classes start:
June 20
July 2 & 15
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com to enroll today!

-

Test prep, admissions and guidance.For life.
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Move to D-IImeans more
fundingfor sports teams
NICOLE RETANA
News Editor
By moving up intoDivision IIof
the NCAA, Seattle University is
not only taking a step toward rewritingbutalso improving specific
teams and facilities.

"The basic approach thatV mtaking in athletics is that we want our
teams to be the best possible repre-

sentatives of Seattle University,"
Todd Schilperoort,Athletic Director of University Sports. "We want

—

our conduct the wayour students,

coaches and athletics staff behave
on campus and on the playing
—
—
field and outcomes preferably
winningbutat leastcompeting with
—
class tobeexemplary. Thismeans
that wepay as much ormore attention to how our students are doing
in class and on campus as they are
on the playing field."
Those who want to understand

thescholarshipdolingprocess must
first be knowledgeable in NCAA

Div.IIrestrictions and allotments like to see all the sports programs
and also the amounts that competi- by 2010.
tors provide to their teams.
As for the money that men's and
The only teams that are sched- women's basketball is receiving
uled toreceive increases inscholar- right now, once the moneyisin the
shipsfunds,as of yet, aremen's and hands of the coaches, the decisions
women'sbasketball which, "and of as to howmany and
— the amounts of
courseit has increased equitablyfor scholarships and as long as the
women's and men's teams," coaches abide by the SU, conferSchilperoortsaid.
ence and NCAA rules and regula—
"They each received an increase tions is no longer Schilperoort' s
of 1 1 scholarship as defined by the responsibility.
—
"The typical practice of coaches
NCAA generally the amount
by
stated
the institution as the cost is to recruit students thathave stutuition,
roomand board, books dents that have varied talents and
for
and fees. This is approximately a who therefore are eligible forother
$50,000 increase in scholarship types of scholarship assistance,"
Schilperoort said."Inthis way,they
dollars."
Schilperoort acknowledges that use a partial athletic scholarship to
there are other sports in the SU compliment the student'sfinancial
program that operate on leaner aidpackage. We willoffer very few
scholarships than do conference full scholarships because our
adversaries.Inorderto addressthese coaches are good at recruiting studisparities, Schilperoort will, like dents with varied talents."
Along with improving the qualhis student development directors
counterparts,submitastrategicplan
that will outline where he would See Scholarships on page 10

Lua v:annualeventbrings
communitytogetheragain

.

From front page

derful Luauand the wonderful entertainment," saidDimond, whoat-

tended this year's Luau withseven
families to make the journey from other family members.
As is customary with each SU
Hawaii toSeattle just toexperience
luau, the night ended with an
the event.
For Sandra Dimond, mother of emsemble rendition of "Hawaii
TanyaDimondandSUalumLeolani Aloha,"a songthat has rootsin preDimond,this year marked her fourth colonialHawaii. Althoughthesong
consecutive trip to attend the an- was not familiar to all audience
members, everyone joined hands
nual bash.
and participated.
wonevery
year
"Icome
for the
it has become common for entire

Hunger:thisyears driveinhonor ofmurderedSeattleleader
From front page
A candlelight service was held
Tuesday,April 16,2002 intheCapital Hill area. A mixed group of
approximately 200 of Rooster's
friends andacquaintancesgathered
in the face of the chillyevening.
The varying members of the
crowd represented Rooster's own
capacity to attract and work with

'This HungerSweep isan opporbehind the project," Lauren Lake,
sophomore Nursingmajor and col- tunity for the Seattle University
lections committee member, said. community to grow in generosity
"Wereally wantit tobe asuccess so with the food that theycan provide
that we can honor the work that toothers and toappreciate the work
Rooster did for thehomeless com- of lives served helping those in
need," Freitas said.
munity."
Freitas,
Hunger
Sweep
Allitemsdonated willgo toorgawork that Roosterdid in the comAntonio
thatRooster worked with.
andjunior
Work
nizations
munity.
coordinator
Social
to
Peace
the Streets by Kids from
unique
major,
alt
students
for
encourages
year's
food driveis
"This
New Horizons, Central
Streets,
a
face
in
this
weeks'
activities.
the
participate
in the sense that there is

varyingdegrees of society. Seattle
MayorGregNickels,homelesschildren, business owners and police
officers all came to light a candle
and show their supportforRooster.
Campus Ministry is using this
week'sHungerSweep tohonor the

Lutheran, and Operation Sack
Lunch are among theorganizations

receiving donations.
Over the summer months food
banks receivetheir lowestlevel of
donations.
Items that wouldbe greatly appreciated are nonperishablefoods,
blankets, clothes, shoes, kitchen
supplies, games, travel size toiletries, and money.

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the
- the headache of
If you want to give your nursing career a shot in the arm, you need experience not
only get hands-on
how to pay your tuition. Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll not
your entire career. Talk to
clinical training, you'll developleadership skills you'll be able to tap into for
us at the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC
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Unlike any other college course you can take,

Army ROTC 2 year Scholarships available! Call 296-6430 for more information.
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Public affairs:studen ts
offeredmoreopportunities
From front page

WANTED:

Shehas beena VisitingAssistant
Professor with the IPS program for
the last two quarters, and will become a full-time faculty member

students of thenew major and what
it entails.

With this degree, students are
allowed to shape their studies in a
way that best connects with their
interests and concerns.
Several pathways are open for
exploration witha BachelorofPublic Affairs degree,includingpolicy
analysts, financial advisors, public
affairs officers, political geographers, and lobbyists, among various others.
An internship is part of the program and is required for the BPA
degree.
"This internship is the best way
toget inside a specific area,as well
as the best way to get to know
people in the field," Russ Lidman,
Director of Seattle University's Institute of Public Service, said.
Along with graduate professors
from SU's Masters of Public Affairs program, two new faculty
members have recently been hired
to teach undergraduates.
Marie Rose-Wong is coming to
SU fromTexas A&M and specializes in the field of Urban and Regional Planning.

this fall.
RodColvinis coming toSUafter
receiving hisPh.D. this last month
from the State University of New
York at Albany.
Colvin specializes in public administration,public policy, organizational analysis, and quantitative
research methods.
"The Bachelor of Public Affairs
is a very practical degree," Colvin
asserted.
"Students will be able to apply
real worldexperienceto theirfield."
Offered with the BPA degreeis
the option for a sth year graduate
degree, or Masters in Public Af-

r^rZEIESX
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Join The Spectator Staff!

g

■02-'o3PPSitlQnsNpwAvailable For:

activities. The savvy Spec isnot looking for one exclusive relationship but
rather many partners whoare willing
to shape me, love me, and cover my
enticing blank pages with forceful
words and exciting images. Have to
pound out intense stories (on the keyboard). Age, race background not
important you just need to be loose
and flexible (with your schedule) and
have plenty ofstamina (to chasedown
news).

# Managing
~ ° Editor
* Lead Story Editor
" News Editor
" Opinions Editor
Features Editor
#
Entertainment Editor
* Sports Editor
" Copy Editor
" Photo Editor
" On-Line Editor
;
Ed|t
t
""■

.

-

fairs.

Graduate classes willbe offered
duringjuniorand
undergraduates
to
year,
senior
and students can earn
up to18graduatecredits.Thisleaves
four quarters post-graduation to
complete a master's degree.
Tosum up the skillsand benefits
acquired from earning a BPA degree in three words, Director Russ
Lidman puts itbest: "Effectiveness,
efficacy,and leadership."

. ,

ISO- in search of
LTR- long-term relationship

" Advertising Manager
" Business Manager
" Staff Writer
' Steff Photographer

HOW TO APPLY:
Send a cover letter, resume, five story clips or
other writing samples and tworeferences to:

.£.

Alexis Juday-Marshall

Corrections and
clarifications

The Spectator, Seattle University
900 Broadway

—In the May 16th article, "No phones about it," it was
incorrectly stated that a computer hadbeen set up in the
SUBfor on-line registration.Thecomputer stationisin the
University Services Building.

Questions? Call 206-296-6470 or e-mail

Seattle, WA

.o*
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Alexis Juday-Marshall at
judaymaa@seattleu.edu.
DEADLINE IS MONDAY. MAY 27!
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Collect signatures for state

UNIVERSAL
Health Care initiative

CALL NOW! (425) 921-3386
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LONDON CALLING
Rock the UK now!

$465!
"

Price includes roundtrip air
to London, 3-day hostel and
4-day London Travelcard.
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" First 15 people to book aUK HpfflMH
trip get a FREE guidebook!
|3
" Enter to WIN a FREE roundtrip [«)JW|
yHUn||

.
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Price is roundtrip from Seattle to London. Tax
not included. Restrictions apply. Must travel

HflTRAVEL 1 iSJ ®
1

4341 University Way NE 1314 N.E. 43rd Street, #210

L208. 3 .50 L

20B.B33.5000

206.632.2448

For the lowest student loan payments

(consolidateyourloans.com)
or call 800.233.0542
A better way to start your future
A loan programguaranteed by the U.S. Department of Education
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Opening Night Film*
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for a haven beyond his otherwise apathetic
ers willbe laughing loudly at the * starring: Kieran Culkin, surroundings,pissinghis fambigots, one ofwhom indefense of Ryan phinipp
e> Susan ily off as he goes. "I think if
Leviticusandhomophobia,spouts
Sarandon> Ciaire Danes, jeff Gandhi had to spend any
theuproariously absurd line,"You Qoldblum, Amanda Peet and amount of time with you he'd
can't misinterpret The Bible."
end up kicking the sts t out of
BiU puiiman
—Scan Reid, A& EEditor
Director: Burr Steers
you," his brother tellshim.
At f,rst pro
* Harvard Exit Theater, May
gressing too
SlFFsopeningfllm
30 at 7 p.m.
again
* Broadway Performance
m fast themovie
ggaaJ^jBBS
eventually
Hull,
June lat
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* U.S.A.
* Starring: Kathleen Bremner,
Dornan, Brian Bennet
Bob
* Director:
Arthur Dong

havetodealwithhomosexualchildren;agayyoungman'sMormon
mother and father encouragehim
use
the
church's
to
deprogramming class; and a hoDocumentarian Arthur Dong's mosexual Republican recounts
digital camera probes thelives of losing his decades-oldfriendship
three different Christian-based with conservative U.S. Rep. Robhouseholds, each of which has crt Dornan after coming out. Inhad todeal with homosexuality in sightful and inflammatory, the
-*^
the family. One lesbian watches movie may inspire many walkonas her Pentecostal mother ere- outs from liberal Capitol
ates a ministry for parents who Hill residents,butothV
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smiles and
fleshy pleasures. In the
t jtje roiC) Kieran Culkin steps
out of brother Macaulay
(AAAH!) Culkin\s shadow to
draw out an intense, and often
damn funny performance.Rec—
ommended. Scan Reid,A &
Editor

*The Paramount Theater,
TONIGHT, May 23 at 7:30
p.m., $40 tickets
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musicians like VoyagerOneand DJ-Kid Hops in this assaultof sight and
sound on June 8 and June 15, 9 p.m. 2a.m. Screenings are setto include
"experimental" (read:possiblycrappy) fromlocalandnational filmmakers,
along with videoand animation fromthe worldover.Sevendollar tickets
Female Trouble: A Discussion with John Waters
Flamingoes,
Cecil B. at the door. 21and over.
"Sultan of Sleaze" director John Waters (Pink
film,
Female Trouble on
Demented) will present a director's cut of his
Hugo House, 1lth Aye on Capitol Hill
June 7 at the Egyptian Theater. A clip show of Waters' work will precede BLOOMSDAY at theRichard
will accompany works of
an on-stageinterview withhim and film critic Jim Emerson at 9:30 p.m. Readings from James Joyce's "Ulysses"
respond
to particular passages
Thescreening willtakeplace atmidnight.The 1975film chronicles the life writing, film and music each of which
16,
p.m.
7
Tickets available at the door $7
ofDawn Davenport whogoes fromschool girl to mass murdererafter her within the book on June
Hugo
$5
House members.
general, Cinema Seattle and
parents refuse to buy her cha-cha heels for Christmas.

SPECIAL SIFF EVENTS

— —

The Secret Festival (Shhhh!)
The only thing ofitskindin the world, the infamous SIFF Secret Festival
gets special passholders into screenings few commonpersons willattend.
Each Sunday at 11:30 a.m. during SIFF, the Secret Festival will screen
world premieres,long-lost flicks, works-in-progress,films tied upin legal
limbo or any other cinemafeaturesdeemed off-limits to audiences.Due to
itsnotorious hush-hush tradition, the Secret Festival requires all participants to sign a non-disclosure agreement. Purchase passes at the SIFF
Main^ox Office and quickly, since it's a fast sellout.

—

Back when Hollywood wasn't churning out remakes of Planet of the
Apes, it had the cahones to bring us films like Chinatown. In its
celebration of the "American film renaissance," SIFF will present six
filmsofthe 1970'satthe Egyptiantheaterduring thefestival: Chinatown,
May 26, 4 p.m.; Days ofHeaven, May 31, 4:30 p.m.;
McCabe andMrs.Miller,June 2, 1:45 p.m.; VieParallax View, June 7,
4:30p.m.; TheHiredHand, June 9, 6:30 p.m.;andBringMe the Headof

Alfredo Garcia, June 14, 4:30 p.m.

'
SpecialArchivalPresentations
Exploding Cinema
is
In
experience
whenthe
offilm
addition to its celebration ofold'70sclassics. SIFF has sifted through
happens
This series dares todiscover what
At
various
the
different
media.
archivesof oldfilmprints tobring threespecial features to the festival
by
combining
it with
taken a step further
DJs,
readings
live
venues,
film,
video,
year. Each of the following will play at the Egyptian Theater The
and
music
this
Seattle
the works of
Orphan, (1960) June 8, 4 p.m.; The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes,
performances combine into anew dynamic of experience.
(1970) June 9, 4 p.m.; and The Cabinet ofDr. Caligari,(1919) June 10,
7 p.m.
Sky Church Show inExperienceMusic Project
music and image
DJ Spookyjpins the visualsof Spaceboat.tv to improvise
in the course of storytelling onMay 25, 9 p.m. 12:30 a.m.Advance $15 The Late Show: Midnight Adrenaline
Inaddition to U.S. releases Female Trouble and May,SIFF's midnight
tickets available at EMP,(206) 770-2702.
showevents willfeaturesome of themosthorrific, twisted,anddownright
stomach churning filmsthe Asian culturehas tooffer.Attendif you dare,
ZERO at Nation, 1921Fifth Avc.
accompaniment
orarejust too sad tonot have anything else todo onaFridayand Saturday
ZERO plans toexhibit Japaneseaoime withlive musical
1,
night:
TeenageHooker Became KillingMachine inDaehakroh (South
from BerlinDJMaxwell Implosion and Australian DJ Christoon June
May 24; Versus (Japan),May 25; Princess Blade (Japan), May
door.
Korea),
9 p.m. 12 a.m. Tickets available at
31; Uzumaki (Japan), June 1; Female Trouble (USA). June 7; May
i
(USA),June 8; The Killer Tattoo (Thailand),June 14; and Dark Water
BAZAARat the Rendezvous, 2320 Second Aye. in Belltown.
Experimental film and flash animation are coupled with DJs and live (Japan), June 15.
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Great Britain, 2002
* Starring: John Sirrun, Lennie
James, John Thomson andSteve
Coogan
*I)irector: Michael Winterbottom

Tracin8 tlie gloriously anarchic
music and dance scene emanatW ing from Manchester andiLsre■ nowned Factory Records music
B label— from the late '70s through
tne ear v H)(N lllls new comedy
from former SIFF EmergingMaster
Michael Winterbottom (Wonderland) arrives at the Seattle festival
■ directly from itsworld premierein the
■ Competition section at this year's
Festival.
Cannes
Film
(seattlefilms.com)
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* Egyptian Theatre, May 31 at 9:30 * Starring: ChristinaRicci, Hank Harris andBrenda Blet
* Director: AdamLarson Broder and Anthony Abrams
p.m., June 15 at 6:30 p.m.

yn

College queen Carolyn (Christina Ricci) and her sorority sisters
decide that the path to the Sorority of the Year title lies in coaching
challenged athletes. Little does she suspect that her mentoring of
Pumpkin, a disabled athlete, willlead to romantic fulfillment despite
the myriad obstacles they face. A subversiveand inspired comedy in
which the Pumpkin turns into Prince Charming, (seattlefilms.com)
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* Harvard Exit,Mau
* Egyptian Theatre,June
2 at 9:30 p.m.
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Scholarships: move to
Women's basketball
Division IIincludes new
team welcomes recruits bleachers, betterfacilities

CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter

"She is a very good athlete and for the second straight year.
has a great work ethic," says SU
"It will probably takeher alittle
head coachDave Cox, whoishead- while to [adjust to] the speedofour
league,but potentially shecouldbe
The Seattle University women's ing intohis 25th season.
White,
11
looking
juniorvery good," Cox said.
basketball team is
to go
Jade
a 5-footto-be,
returns
spendFinally rounding out the quartet
also
home after
above andbeyondlastseason'ssucanothersix-footer,
at
height
agiling
year
Courtney Dan,
cess withnewfound
and
a
Portland StateUniver- is
ity.
sity before going down with a back who brings a unique athletic background to the basketball
SU has signed four top
recruits, two that have excourt.
Dan holds six national
perience at theNCAADiviOnthedefensive
championships
in water
sion I(D-l) level. These
Despite placing near thebottom of the Great
one
national
players, along with the talskiing
and
Northwest Athletic Conference in several ofage
group,
entedreturnees, willlead the
record
for
her
fensive categories,theRedhawksrankedhighly
which has benefited her
Redhawks into their first
in some defensive areason their way toa 13-16
physically.
everexperiencewithNCAA
record.
"She's a very strong,
Division II(D-2) next winThe Redhawks ledtheGNACindefendig the
guard," Cox said.
ter as SUtries toimprove on
three-pointer,holding opponentsto a .284 perDan
will use her hardits best recordinthree years
centage.They were alsosth inscoring defense,
todominateher
6,
conference)
style
osed
( 13- 1 7-11 in
allowing just 64.8 pointsper game.
on
at
the court.
pponents
andmake the postseason
gives
body up
D-2
"She
her
stronger
the
level.
)r the game," Cox said,
Connolly
Kristen
arrives
ough Cox is stilltrying to
at SU with two years ofD-1 experi- injury.However, she movedNorth
ence at theUniversity of Kentucky. and competed for Edmonds Com- pick up a couple more recruits to
Connollyaveraged 10.9 minutesper munityCollege last season,leading solidify theRedhawks,helikes what
game lastseason,playingin each of the team in scoring with a 15.6 he sees so far.
"This is a greatrecruiting class,"
average.
the Wildcats' games.
She will lookto get considerably
Cox hopes to see White in full hesaid. "We're going to be able to
more playing time this season as force next year."Athletically, she do a lot more things next year."
she poses perhaps the greatest of- bumps us up a notch,"he said.
SU will relyonConnolly toscore
a
lot
Incoming
freshman Jennifer
of points and shareherknowlfensive threat for SU.
at
a
edge
SU after
of the top division in college
Connolly returns to Seattle two McCourtie arrives
yearsafter graduating fromMercer standouthighschool career, where basketball.
Island High School, where she re- she wasoneof twoplayersinOthello
"Were going to be a lot more
history
athletic,
School
to
accolades,
(Wash.)
High
quicker, and faster," Cox
i
ncludceivednumerous
ing two team MVP awards and a score 1,000 points in her career.
said.
Last season she averaged 25
"We'll be a very fun team to
Metro league MVP in her senior
pointsper game, leadingthe league watchnextyear."
year.

J>ugh

From page 6

-ity ofstudent compensation, SU is
also improving the quality of their
sports and training facilities.
"The opponents against whom
we compete and the students that
we are trying to recruit have establishedthe expectationsfor whatis a
successful program," Schilperoort
explained. "If we are to be good
stewardsoftheinvestmentmade by
Seattle University in athletics, itis
paramount that we look and act the
part."
Newbleachers that"lookthepart"
have been installed in Connolly
Center'sNorthCourt.
Schilperoort noted that although
"critics and cynics" have argued
that new bleachers are absurdconsidering the trouble the University
has filling its old bleachers.
"However, we feel strongly that
with competitive teams and a good
environment for our students, faculty, staff andcommunity, that the
bleachers willbe filled in no time,"
Schilperoort said.
Another step in looking the part
is spiffing up the quality of the
athletes training facilities.
"Our gym was substandard,even
when comparedtomosthigh school
facilities, let alone the gyms of our

conference opponents. We had to
show prospective student-athletes
that we were committed to providing them with a good facility,"
Schilperoort asserted. "A good facility is not a luxury inour conference,itis abasic requirement if we
hope to attract good quality students and provide a goodhome for
our fans."

—

Finally, all teams should they
advance beyond the conference
—
levelandinto championships will
havethecosts oftheir extracompetitions paid for by the NCAA, a
hugecost-saving factor for theUniversity.
"For competitionbeyond theconference level, for which almost all
of our teams qualified, we paid all
of the costs," Schilperoort said.
"And it's not cheap to send teams
around the region and then, if they
continue to win, to send them to a
national level competition."
According to Schilperoort,if SU
teams follow this year's trend, with
almost all qualifying for post-season competition and men's and
women'sswimming andmen'ssoccer advancing all the way to the
national championships, themoney
savedby the University will be significant.

The Spectator Sports section is looking for writers.If you are interested in writing for the Sports section in the 2002-2003 school year, emailus at newstips@seattleu.eduorcontactSports Editor AustinBurton
at (206) 296-6470.
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Athletic scholarships can only improve SU's image
Now if our basketball team was comemore exclusive,betteringour
making headlines, that same stu- academic reputation.
Inorder to achieve this goal, the
dent mightlook at SU, and in doing
sodiscover thatit is a qualityoption school would need to raise academic standards,making themmore
for college.
of
a
ways
thing
they
for
selective and lowering acceptance
memories here and one
There areanumber
known
in
rates.
both
will almost always bringup is bas- school tomakeitself
This,however,onlyworksifthere
ketball. Thirty years ago, students a community as well as nationally.
large numbers of applicants,
is
be
an
elite
are
(now
wouldfill theSeattleColiseum
One to
academic
Key Arena) to cheer ontheir Chief- institution like Stanford or an Ivy meaning large numbers of high
tains (now Redhawks). Did these League school. Another form of school studentsneed toknow about
games make the fans any smarter? recognitionis sheernumbers. Ifyou SU.
Strong athletics, coupledwith an
Certainly not, but they provided a are big enough,people will notice
ongoing
dedication to academic
communitybuilding
expeyou.
positive
JOHN BOYLE
can be extremelyhelpa
excellence
finally,
along
wonderful
And
third
form
of
recmany
with
Sports Columnist
rience
ognition for a school is found in ful in this area.
memories.
fact
Still don't think that sports can
strong athletics. Sports teams put
startling
Today,
S
U
facesthe
As Seattle University continues
in
make a college more
this
people
that
its transition to NCAA athletics, a
isible?
debatehasemerged about the place very city donot know
Insearchingthrough
we
exist.
of sports and athletic scholarships
t
le
past two weeks of
In a recent class
people might say
in an institution of higherlearning.
The
Seattle Times, the
discussion, students
Thequestion hasbeen posed as to
and most frebring
>iggest
Everett,
sports
Wes
that
school
whethera placededicated to educa- from
e
vent
involvheadlines
tion shouldbe offeringscholarships Seattle and numer
pros
were
reng
the
to
SU
sports
academically,
down
in a non-academic field such as ous other Western
ated.(FYl:thebasketareas
Washington
athletics.
having strong athletics far
jail team recently
By asking whether or notathletic noted that people
igned three former
outweigh the
scholarships are legitimate, what near this school do
4CAA
division Iplaynot
knowabout
even
we are really asking is whether or
18).
notcompetitivecollegeathletics are it.One GarfieldHigh
As for the issue of
legitimate.
thecredibility ofscholWithout athletic scholarships, a had former classnever heard of Se- schools onthemap,especially small arships, there are several factors
school will not be able to compete mates who had
schools, and making a school vis- that make them viable and neceswithschools that do offer scholar- attle University.
Read that last sentence again, ible is the best and easiest form of sary.
ships.
First, one must consider the time
Even if scholarships were elimi- keeping in mind that Tiger Woods recruiting.
commitment
listed,
put in by student athhavoptions
Of those three
nated from the college ranks alto- could tee up a golf ball on the roof
by
ing
a
athletic
is
letes.
Center,
strong
program
proband
gether, the overall product would of the Connolly
Forthe.se men and women, sports
with a well-placed far the most feasible.
ablyhit
Garfield
many
because
appealing
be far less
reallybig
Assuming
being
that
is
are
their job.They sacrifice a great
of the potential student-athletes drive.It's that close.
of time to represent our
in
the
not an option, wehavethe choiceof
amount
local
whohas
been
Find
a
wouldhave no means to pay for
building
trying
to become school and provide entertainment
sports or
area since the 60s or 70s, and odds
college.
Say
we wanted to be- for their fellow students.
So here we are with a new ques- are they know about Seattle Uni- more elite.
tion: are quality college athletics versity, largely because of athletics.
legitimate?
That's not tosay that goodsports
While somepeoplemight say that
school, but a good
sportscanbringa school downaca- make a good
team
can
at
least spark some interdemically,the pros tohaving strong

friendshipsand community,a place
to have fun and make exciting
memories.
Just ask someone who went to
SU inthe 50s, 60sor 70sabout their

While some
can

a

cons.

est.
athleticsfar outweigh the cons.
Right now, if a student said to
One ofthe most important things
herself,"Hey,I
really would
himor
Ihave learned from this University
Seattle, what
to
to
school
in
go
like
is that college consists of experischoolsare there?"he or she might
ences beyond the classroom.
not
consider SU simply because
place
College is above all else a
they
are unaware of its existence.
learn,
to
aplace tobuild

but itis also

A. A. Lemieux Library

Read for Sun!
nd
The newRecreational Reading Collectionis located onthe 2 floor, across
variety
in
a
ofgenres:
popular
titles
ftotnthe elevator. Check out these

I< i» Culture
Slut!GrowingupFemaleWith aBadReputation
ChasingDown theDawn(Jewel)
Margarita:A GuatemalaPeace CorpsExpenence

v
flom>r
Dreamcatcher(StephenKing)

Archangel

SeH-Help

EatingWellfor OptimumHealth (Dr. Andrew Weil)
MakingChoices

IHfe

fl

T^ A

munity?
Another argument often used
against athletic scholarships is that
they have no place in an academic

environment.
While Idisagree with that argument, Iwill listen to it from someone so long as they are willing to
make the same statement about ev-

eryothernon-academic scholarship
a school offers.
Is anyonesuggesting westop giving money to students in choir,
ASSU or SEAC?
Ofcoursenot.Like athletics,each
ofthese organizations does a great
deal to make SU better and as a
result, they are rewarded for their
hard work and dedication.
So before complaining about a
school's focus on athletics, consider the work these student athletes do and thebenefitsthat sports
can bring to a university.

The Dogs
Are Out

SALE\
Books-Books-Books

BeCool(ElmoreU?onard)

Reg. up to $80.00!
Hundreds of BOOKS!

Sports/Adventure
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GolfforDummies

ThePerfect Storm

Sci-Fi/Graphic Novels

Outlandere
Ghost
ShadowsofthePast

And many more...

Business

Down&Out inSiliconValley
AFriendin theBusiness/Writing forTV

-

Currently wehave250Recreational Reading titles wellhave500 byFall.
Keep checkingback you're sure tofind somethingyou'lllike!

.

E-mail John at

boylej@seattleu.edu

C&mMnea
winterSolstice(Pilcher)
AVillage Affair

TheBrethren(JohnGrisham)
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Inmaking this timecommitment,
thereis littleorno timefor employment. If a student athlete cannot
afford to pay for college on his own
should the school tell him that he
cannot play anymore so he can get
a job?
Both the student whoserves food
and the one who plays basketball
areessentiallydoing thesame thing:
working their way through school
while serving their community.
If oneprovides food andtheother
entertainment,why shouldboth not
be rewarded for what they bring to
theschool and thesurroundingcom-

We can help.

—

Now $.99!
Yes .99 cents!
Located WAY in back!
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In My Headphones Weezer returns to rock roots

praising Pinkerton for being "ahead of its time."
Fans awaiting the comWeezer'snew album. Maladroit, pleted Green Album had
arrivedin records storesacrossCapi- crossed their fingers thai
tolHill and the rest of America this the jilted Cuomo would
week and it's got the critics rav- take comfort in Weezer's
growingcult andcritic foling.
A&E
Magazines1ike Blender(a Maxim lowing and return with t
sp\n-off),SpinandAlternative Press rock album that woulc
and Ispent hours in small claus- have all written up their glowing show the industries
trophobicrecord shopslookingfor
reports about the oldand improved 'NSync's and Britne
Wagon"
theSub Popreleased "The
sound of the new CD. With every- Spears what it meant t
pressing
thing frommeanerlyrics to cleaner write yourown music.
There are a few things about in the rare limited 200
When the Green Alburr
riffs,
Japanese
Maladroit seems to have the
have mentioned in the purple vinyl and rare
music thatI
was
finally unveiled o Maladroit: n. An inept person,
extra
at
truths;
songs
by
finger,
imports
with
savyou can
music scene under it's
past thatare simple
15th,
itwaspolishec
May
and
bus
money
my
print.
ing
lunch
leastin
up
ignore them as much as you can
and,
view,
is
some fans felt, lacked previously unseen vigor.
point
sappy
buy
albums.
I
soon
from
a
fans
of
But,
fare to
these
ignore gravity.
regardless of how
But
Thelyrics almostmakeone wonwhen
backbone.
discography,
good
really
entire
that
and
being
had almost the
Maladroit
One of those truthslies in
never went I
was learning the songs on guitar, has the fate of Weezer everbeen a the CD was recieved in the cult der if theMaladroit is not the selfa fan of a band that
—
community,Weezerhad succeeded pronounced tragic Cuomo, but in
anywhere and who to everyone andIwasbuying the exact same sure thing?
—
in winning fact, every woman who has been
For sureMaladroit
else seems oldand passe". Thisis equipmentMascis used.
unfortunate enough to entangle
Iwasobsessedand then. .there is a return to therock
what Iam faced with currently,
CD Review
of
following
herself in a romantic relationship
n' roll roots that
because next week there will be a was nothing. Dinosaur Jr. broke
Maladroit
junkies,
with the singer, wrong writer,propop
more,
nothing,
Weezer
I Weezer had abanconcert in whichone of my favor- up. Nada, no
at
Warehouse
$14.99
ducer,
manager and now promoter
mainstream
doned in its last
ite musicians, J. Mascis, will be would meet new people to introband.
DJs
and
emo
the
of
playing at the Tractor Tavern and duceme to new music but all of it bubble-gum pop reAs forWeezer' s destiny,itsshaky
fans.
paled to Dinosaur Jr.Iwould tell lease Weezer (the
no one will care.
year
after
another
whole
strut
between album reviews and
Finally,
"Green Album").
In1993, Spinmagazine declared people that Ilistened to Dinosaur
has
in
began back in the day of the
waiting.
arrived
of
M
aladroit
sales
just
give
they
would
me a
Targeted to win over teeny"J. Mascis is God," on their front Jr. but
previously
Although it sold well,
the
Album.
satisfy
an
to
Blue
attmept
whose
ears
and
glance.
Who?
bopping listeners
cover. From that point the man questioning
over 3 million copies, and critics
Time went on and my wounds hearts were wrapped around the unfulfilled fans.
who made the guitar solo safe for
a
attempt
It
is
a
without
182,
like
noble
raved
the over Cuomo' s masterful
released
an
acousBlink
avoiding
likes of fluff bands
the healed. Mascis
indie rock has been
owning.
worth
definitley
manipulation
oflyrics and melody,
a
tenunderesdoubt
and
played
grossly
album
and
theGreen
Album
tic solo
mainstreampress for years.
timated the expectations of their However, fans of the "old stuff many weren't confident the geeky,
I
loveDinosaur Jr.and Ilove the minute guitarsolo whichisrather
fans. Most of whomhadhoped that shouldn't get their hopes up too rock n' roll band could hold their
madness that lead guitarist and impressive.He formed a new band
ownamong thedarker,harderbands
the CD wouldcontinue in the foot- high.
vocalist Mascis was able to put called J. Mascis and the Fog and
most
it's
the
Green
part
of 1994. With bright,light music
For the
steps of their 1996 release,
ontoeveryrecord. Hismusic is the has released one album with anover
with
heavier
again
Album all
videosparodying thelikes of Happy
Pinkerton.
ear candy that Ilisten to in the other one comingsoon Ihear.
meaningWeezersoonsubmerged of a
Days,
more
guitar
slightly
and
But still it doesn't capture the
Back when Pinkerton was first
middle of the night; great albums
lucky
might
more
songs
aggressive alternative rock
the
ful
A
few
lyrics.
like Bug, Dinosaur, and Green essence of the Dinosaur Jr. of the released,criticscomplained that
But
Pinkerton.
market.
even
remind
one
of
would
and
unfinrough
melodies were
Mind. But does anybody except past. Where Lou Barlow
sure, never again
It seems as though with the reMascis' oldfans know whohe is? scream his lungs out, and where ished, their lyrics harsh and too one thing is for
willWeezerbe able toreturn to the lease of Maladroit, Weezer might
honest.
saw Dinosaur Jr.play Mascis wouldpurposely piss off
Lasttime I
waves
But in hindsight,Pinkerton wasa sweet innocenceof the Weezer (the again be forced beneath the
in Portland, Ore., the crowd was hisaudience byending his set with
Although
industry.
of
the
Album).
music
made upof old farts with beer guts sucha loud,longfeedback loopon defining moment (fan-wise and Blue
around, Cuomo has this time it will the weight of
This
time
literally
history
and
it
could
in
the
band's
digital
delay
musically)
that
thinning
long,
and
hardrock hair.
critics went on to retract their ear- unleashed his wrath and disdain for Cuomo's own perfection pulling
It was scary. ThenextdayIwent to cause motion sickness.
Mascis is getting old and slow- lier cynical evaluations,eventually members of the opposite sex with them under.
see Death Cab forCutie play at the
hip all ages club and Chris Walla ing down,and when Isaw himin
apologized to the crowd for mess- Portland it was asad statebecause
ingupa coupleof songs bysaying, as he was headbangin', his hair
"I guess Ijust can't play tonight was fallingout. There may not be
The new Recreational Reading ing section attempts to deliver just
because JMascis played lastnight enough power orfear in the name TONI SUTTON
Jr.
but
I
enanymore,
Dinosaur
can't compare."
Collection is the library's attempt that.
Reporter
and I
Staff
hit
some
you
of
to
A group of students, faculty,and
courage
all
to respond to its constituents and
As withmost Wallaconcert statetogether anddecidefrom
to
Mascis
websites,
"Library
listen
some
J.
Vistaffcome
ments, this one left the audience
Thinking of readinga non-school customers. From the
's,
chance.
have been given to the
theguy
a
books
that
students,
give
by
MP3
and
that
facsilenced. I broke the silence
book over the three-day weekend sioningSessions"
as
and a company that
attended,
gifts,
library
fromthe
and
screaming the Spin cover quote If itain't what you like then that' s
ulty
andstaff
ahead?
out
let
leases
and
chooses what
but
check
him
don't
books
eighty
so
fine
made
across
the
requests
suddenly
had
or
and I
Noneed togoto yourlocalBarnes countless
the
to
add
to
collection.
staff
has
books
desk,
library
service
the
black-glasses-framedindiehipsters him go extinct.
library
because
& Noble or public
library
will have a reSoon,
the
reading
On the 29thMascis willbe playnew
coltogether
this
put
staring at me in complete ignoLibrary
has a brandthe Lemieux
tofill out
people
quest list for
rance.Theyhadnoidea whoMascis inga solo acoustic show with the newRecreational ReadingColwant to
openthey
for books that
was, and it was the saddest mo- Cohen-esqueMikeJohnson
lection.
onwill
be
added
to the
and
ment of my trip to Portland be- ing. Don't expect the sonic
On the2nd floor across from
been
for
describing
people
"hopefully
lection.
that
causeMascis, my hero, was disap- slaught I've
the elevator, you will find a
Hopefully thepeople that
pearing from the hipster conscien- this whole column because this collection that includes a bit o
library
;ady
personal;
more
the
use the library to
show will be
tiousness.
everything designed to appea
pain
dy
stress
his
will
use it for fun too,
quietly
task,
Mascis will
So to takeon amonumental
to the diverse reading interes
at
all
will
checking
not
out the new
rather
than
often
through
emotion
in this column Iwilltry toresurrect
of a lively academic commu
books,
hopefully
people
the
of
loneand
power
let
screamsand
the
dinosaur,
and
nity.
an almostextinct
they
and that don't use the library ofwhat
like
in
like
"Inever
knew
lyrics
to
liness
go
you know why you need to
Titles of books areincluded
ten ornot at all will like what
arubber doll wouldbe so hard to
the Tractoron Wed., May 29th.
in the Unicorn online catalog checks out books
see andchecksout books
Lips")
"Severed
will
(from
please"
I
Dinosaur
The first time heard
but browsing is probably the
university
x>,"
john popko,
John Popko, UniverJr. and J. Mascis was actually make your life seem a lot better.
way to go. If sports are wha
Librarian,
God,
said.
ity
but his role youcrave,than GolfForDum
Mascis is still
through MTV. It was in the early
librarian
creation
that
anThe
recreational
changed.
He
is
now
explodwas
has
"grunge"
Jump
when
'93s
mies or The Tao of the
been
on
the
shelves
for a
god
lost and for- Shot may be for you.
as
ing and MTV was taking all the cient and angry
and
it
now,
offers
day
of weeks
chances theycould to find the next gottenby the infidels and one
In the collection you can find lection.
The University asa whole wanted a pleasant diversion from the deNirvana or Pearl Jam.It was a bad he will break intoEMP steal back topics such as health, mysteries,
cidedlyacademicand scholarlymavideo, but an interesting song that his Fender Jazzmaster and remind
non-fiction best sellers, pop cul- a library that offers more than adforget
we
about
for
SU's terials that the library provides to
captured my interest because it us all that cannot
ture, self-help hobbies, local his- equate scholarly support
sitting
doing
am
him,
support Seattle University's teachI
is
metal,
programs.
heavy
and all
academic
melded funk with a
tory and graphic novels.
and learningmission.
solo,
ing
waiting.
library
a
that
They
and and
also wanted
Van Halen-esque,guitar
You canalso findbooks by popuSo,
next time you're in the lia
thoughtPilcher,
perpetuates
explained
it all:
reflects and
the song's name
larauthors likeRosamunde
in
make
majoring
brary
sure to stop by the reclively
is
a
senior
a
ful,reflective,
Bryan
engaged,
and
Meyers,Lorry
"Start Choppin'."
SalmanRushdie,Bill
reading
section andgraba
It soon became an obsession: Journalism. E-mail him at McMurtry, Robert Ludlum, and intellectualandcultural community. reational
@
The library's new recreational read- book!
magazinearticleslittered myroom. inmyphones yahoo,com.
Stephen King.
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Arts & Entertainment
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Can't make it to SIFF? Go Wilde with Earnest
Nevj adaptation boasts
Melissa Sweat
StaffReporter

dimensional camera angles only
enhance Wilde's
images,and finally
make the leap to a
full-scale motion
picture that the
highly theatrical
1952 versionfailed
to accomplish.

ful, updated rendering.
Firstand foremost,thefilmboasts

With the popularity of Harry
Potter,Lordofthe Rings, and most
recently About aBoy,A-class reading is transferring more and more
intothe language ofcinema. Idon't
know if screenwriters are getting
lazy (I mean, haven't they always
been?) or if filmmakers can simply
not passup the allure of a great text
in the wealth of literary gems that
exist in the world.
Either way, audiences are ben-

a delightfully naughty flair, exceptional cast

acream-of-the-cropcast(with both
GoldenGlobe nominations and an
Oscar among them) that could not
havebeen chosen any better.Colin

Firth (BridgetJones'sDiary) masters the shifty, dry-witted role of
Jack Worthing, a wealthy, wellmeaning fellow who wishes to
marry Gwendolen Fairfax (Frances
O'Connor, A.1.),the hopelessly romantic socialite, whose life-long
dream has been "to love someone
whose name is Ernest."

The contemporary flair never
squelches the
original work.
With ruminations
on society, sexual
innuendo, hidden

The trouble is

his name aint
MovieReview
passion, the misErnest. Infact, he
The Importance of Being Earnest
chiefof adultsbebut.
Earnest, Oscar
anything
is
Starring Rupert Everettand Reese
having
like chilWitherspoon
Jack
uses
the
Wilde's most faCourtesy Miramax
Guild 45th,(206) 633-3353
dren, and sneezeas
name
"Ernest"
mous romantic
Cecily(Reese Witherspoon)falls victim to the wooingcharmofErnest(Rupert Everett) m
and-you'll-miss-it
the name of a
comedy of misThe Importanceof Being Earnest
dialogue, Wilde's
taken identity, is no exception.
twist,
appeals
which Earnest still
to smart,modShamefullyunderhyped,the"trivial he tends to in London in order to Dame playing the role of Lady new Earnesthasa fresh
penchant for
with
a
play'
sstatus asatime- ern audiences
comedy forseriouspeople" as so it escape from his drab country life. Bracknell, Dame Judi Dench (Iris, heightensthe
is known,is a gift that proves, once But to those in the city, Jack is Chocolat). Sheis a dictator to the lesspiece of work.Cinematictricks the wicked.
Anythingthis hilariouslynaughty
again, the old jewel hasn't lost its Ernest. Joining in the deception is rules of socialhierarchy in the team- like clever flashbacks, wild, storyand
multifantasy
is wortha second go-around.
segments,
his roguish friend Algy, a perfect ing social pool that is 1890's Lon- book
sparkle.
like,
don,
Rupert
spoutingsharp
Everett
"I
snippets
Earnest was first brought to the partfor thecharming
big screen in 1952 in a highly ac- (An Ideal Husband, My Best have always been of the opinion
claimed rendition most noted for Friend's Wedding), who when that a man whodesires to get marDame EdithEvans' performance as learning of Jack's lovely cousin, ried should know either everything
the amusingly obstinate Lady the dreamy Cecily (Reese or nothing," and "Never speak dissociety... Only
Witherspoon,LegallyBlonde),flees respectfully of
Bracknell.
'
he
who
can
t
intoitdo that,"
mark,
get
people
to
to
woo
her.There
country
The film set an indelible
the
else,
of,
what
a
blink.
Dench
also adds a
why
the
alias
but
without
asking,
which has critics
re- assumes
make it? A half-century later, the "Ernest," pretending he is Jack's glint of humor to the old, overstuffed peacock, giving her a more
directing/producing team ofOliver wayward brother.
Parkerand BamabyThompson (reThe seams to theircarefully wo- human edge that mirrors Dench's SaunatinaSanchez
lookup to, is thinking aboutmarryspectively), who successfully venliesunravelwhenboth "Ernests" Academy Award winningperforing her current boyfriend.Each of
Reporter
brought Wilde's AnIdealHusband wind up in the country with their mance as Queen Elizabeth in Staff
thecharactershasproblemsandyou
Shakespeare in Love.
toscreenin 1999, showus whywith romantic interests.
really
is
the
son
of
lan
get to know them, both the
Saul St. Pierre
Adding fuel to the fireis another
Like Dench's performance, the and Helena, washed-up70s folkies character and the problems each
their hilarious and giddily delightturned stars, going through his last need to deal with.
Ireally enjoyedreading this and
weeks ofhigh school.
Heis a normal teenagerinalmost wouldrecommend it as something
everysense ofthe word:rebellious, to have when you'rewaiting for a
lazy and doesn't care about any- plane, bus, train, or can't sleep at
—
thing untilhe hears that hismother night.It is Chong's first novel, and
you can tell in
abandoned him
places where
when he wasan inBookReview
V^|
Meet exciting,
just
the story befant and has
Baroque-A-Nova
by Kevin Chong
came stilted
committed suicide.
$19.16 on barnesnnoble.cotr
and almostrepBaroque-A-Nova
etitious,
but
the
focuses on week
»
'02-'O3 Positions now available for:
leading up to Saul's mother's fu- overall the story flows well. The
neral. During this week he must use of metaphors and symbolism
' Mana9'n9 Editor
experience his parents' fame com- seemed to be overused,but reading
;
ingback to haunt himin the formof the sections more closely shows
.^K
" Lead Story Editor
a remix of their hit single by a that these things helped to convey
*
■£*<
News Editor
German techno group, Urethra the feelings the characters were exrevivalofThelmportanceofBeing

Baroque examines
life issues in tale
of self-discovery

Attention Aspiring writers & journalists!
=^»
I

Think about joining
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Opinions Editor
" Features Editor
" Arts and Entertainment Editor
" Sports Editor
" Copy Editor
■ Photo Ed
" On-Line Editor
" Editorial Artist
" Advertising Manager
" Business Manager
" Staff Writer
" Staff Photographer

,

Deadline Extended!
HOW TO APPLY:
Send application with cover letter, resume, five
storyclips or writingsample,and tworeferences to:

<^\^' '^

Alexis Juday-Marshall

v

The Spectator.Seattle University
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yooßroadwiy
Seattle. WA 98122

Questions? Call 206-296-6470 or email Alexis

Juday-Marshallatjudaymaa@seattleu.edu.
nF.ADMNH IS MONDAY. MAY 27!
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Great
Fxnerience
IXF)Ci IeIKC for
lUI

.

Internships
,

Fortl'oHos!

Franklin. His Vancouver suburb
becomesthe focus of a lotof attention as UrethraFranklin play a concert there and Saul's best friend,
Navi, organizes a walkout to protest the banning of a book.
Meanwhile, Saul is having some
problems withhis girlfriend, Rose,
andtwo groupiescome (o stay with
—
his dad one ofthem having more
than a passing interest in Saul, it
would seem.
The week Saul goes through can
be incredulous al times, but it'sall
realistic. Saul's journey to understandhis mother 18 yearsago us she
walked off a stage in the middleof
a concert and disappears is touching but not overlysentimental. We
see aboy that neverknewhis mother
trying to understand her death. He
has todeal with a father that likes to
live off his former fame and relive
his glory days. His stepmother, the
onlyadult he's really been able to

"
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periencing.

Hopefully most ofus aren't so far
out of high school thai we can't
relate to some of the things Saul.
Navi and Rose are going through.
It'salso nice to see another side to
—
fame almost Behind the Music.
hut not nearly as glamorized. The
mood can be farcical at times, but
Chong uses these moments to accentuate the craziness of the week.
The best way to describe Hiiroque-A-Nova is to call it a comingof-age story, but even that doesn't
fit right.
Saul is going through a journey
of self-discovery that can be hard,
but ultimately satisfying.This is a
story that isn't easily explained,
better experienced.
Hopefully once you're clone,
though,you have a littlemore sympathy with a kid whohasn't always
had it easy,but is working through
life just like the rest of us.

ASSU
Associated Students of

(Jniversi^)
f
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Please get in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!
Executive Branch
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The Commuter Student room in the SUB Once
housed four computers.
This has changed.
The
r
o
computers have been moved for your convenience.
They are now located in the 24-hour Reading Room
in the LemieUX Library. This move Was done tO
allow Students tO have internet aCCeSS and WOrd proCeSSing Capabilities 24 hours a day, Seven days a
week''
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Visit ASSU Online at:

.

"

seat tleu edu/asSU

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

wileyt@seattleu.edu

gaetha@seattleu.edu
o'neils@seattleu.edu
grahamn@seattleu.edu
haiiei@seattieu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
Sophomore Rep: DevinBiviano
Saunatina Sanchez
F^hperson
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
At-Large Rep: Nicole Palmitter
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
Non-Traditional: Tom Gaspers
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
At-Large Rep: Dean Pelequin

Junior Class Rep: Beverly Wong
Resident Rep: Krystal Wood

Hi

'Tail*-

"/j3e

CONGRATULATIONS to Ken Mott, winner of
the ASSU logo contest. Ken Mott designed
ASSU's new Togo. Also, THANK YOU to all
participants in the logo contest. Your ideas
were all creative and artistic, We appreciate
your involvement in ASSU. Keep up the good
work!
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President: Virgil Domaoan
V.P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
v p of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
Executive V. P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director: Nichole Graham
ecutive Assista t: Emily Hall
h
t
R
Webmaster:
BenMurane

jt/SJ

quach@seattleu.edu
biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmim@seattleu.edu
easseyg@seattleu.edu

fongy@seattleu.edu
smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu

wongb3@seattleu.edu
woodkl@seattleu.edu
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Get Involved! Do you want to know more about
AS SU? Visit us online at www.seattleu.edu/assu.
Find out what we've been working on. See what
we're about. Just visit.
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Marketplace
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Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

400. Services

200. Help Wanted

.

400 Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc
600.Misc.

Clearance Sale on Brand Two spacious 1-Br. apts. 1) Loving Christian couple,big
II GAIN EXPERIENCE WHILE Name Laptops! Prices So Upper unit ina 4-plexbldg., brotherand sister longingto
ABSTRACTOR/Coder
- "June EARNING MONEY FOR
#LE-13371
Aye.
adopt

graduates," wonderingwhat
to do with your science
degree? Review medical
records in the Cancer
Surveillance System & in
area hospitals. Summarize
& code pertinent cancer
tumor,
diagnostic,
treatment & survival
information for reportable
cases w/in region. BA/BS
in Mcd records, science,
health educ. or rel. field.
Knowledge of mcd. term,
anatomy,physiology,Hosp.
coding & Medical Records
exp.helpful. Salarys2,2oo/
mo. to st. + cxc. benefits.
Full info @ www.fhcrc.org.
Include job# w/resume &
email/fax/or mail to:
FHCRC/HR, 823 Yale Aye
N., Jl-105, Seattle, WA

98109.

Email:

jobresponses@Jhcrc.org. Tel.
(206) 667-4700 Fax (206)
667-4051 TTY: 206-667-

COLLEGE! FT, Yr. long
Americorps positions in
Seattle & S. King County
available soon. Tutor youth;
initiate violence prevention
activities; OR develop antipovertyprograms. Stipendof
$800+/month, $4725 ed
award& bnfts.Info sessions:
5/20&6/17atFPA, 1501N.
45th St. 6-7pm; Douglas
Truth Library, 2300E.Yesler
5/16,5-6pm 206-675-3200
wwww.fremontpublic.org for
app.
&
details.

.

Schedule yourwork around
your studies. Expanding
marketing team needs
friendly, open-minded,
ambitious people age 18+.
See if there's a match
between what we have and
what you're looking for
www.WorkForSelf.info.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for
6861. EOE Committed to
men
and women. Hidden
Work Force Diversity.
Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
WA) needs resident staff (6/
SUMMER -WORKSTUDY 15-8/23/02). Room/Board/
POSITION The Children's Salary. Positions include:
Nurse,
Museum Outreach Dept. Counselors,
drivers, kitchen
lifeguards,
has several openings inour
summer art camp for kids. staff and more. Interviews
Mon.-Fri. B:3oam-3:3opm. available on campus. Spend
$10/hr. Programs located your summer in a beautiful
inthe NewHolly and Rainier setting while in worthwile
Vista neighborhoods (S. employment. Call (425) 844Seattle). Teach art to kids, 8896 or e-mail us at: hvcbeapositive role-model and wa@ix.netcom.comfor more
have fun! Call Kristen at information

.

206-441-1768.

Need a Job
Occasional BABYSITTER
WANTED to watch over
charming child in Beacon
Hillarea. $10/hr.CallTerri
(206) 762-3518

College Pro Painters arenow
hiring Painters & Job
Site Managers for the summer
NO experiencenecessary.
Earn $8-10/Hour.
Call 1-888-277-9787.

453 13th
near SU 2) 5
Today! Ihiistill blocks from Madison, 1210
www.homeoflaptops.com or call: E. John #2, in an 11-unit
brick bldg. $650/month,
1-800-775-8526.
H2O/sewer/garbage util.
incld. Call 206 232-9865.
THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
Birthright
Call
for
confidential supportand free First Hill - Spacious one
pregnancy test. 1-800-550- bedroom
furnished
4900 (24-hour toll-free line). apartments, fully equipped
Low, It's Almost Illegal!! Get

Yours

-

First Hill 3 bdrm. in new
bldg. All amenities, mcl.
pvt.blcny. & roof deck.
Micro, W/D, DW. NP/NS.
$1,675 per month 41111th Aye. 332-1947
Looking for reliable tenants
for 2 bdrm. apt. located 3
blk. So.of SU campus
$750-$BOO. Call Cathy®
206-812-9117 for details.

The
JEFFREY
your first choice on
FirstHill.
Now Accepting
Applications for these
Richly Appointed
Apartment Homes.

washer& dryer,freeparking.
Three blocks from campus.
$1,100 per month utilities
included (excluding phone
charges). (206) 233-9300.

-

Greenlake 2BR house,
near lake and on the
busline. $425. mcl. utll.
Call 206 729-7104
West Seattle

- Room for

Rent. Avail.June Ist. $425.
Seeking quiet, easy going,
non-smokingperson. Share
space with male student.
separate
Includes:
entrance,cookingfacilities,
w/d, on bus-line, off street

parking, utilities & cable.
Refs. & Deposit. Contact
Debbie at home 206 7679363 or work 206721-6639.

"Barrier-free apartments available
"Caring On-Slte Management
Reserve Your Home Today
and Call
(206) 860-7400

www.collegepro.com

Looking for a
Speaker?
Call the Washington
Insurance Council for an
insurance professional
who can speak to your
group about insurance
related issues that affect
your life. Call today!!

————

(206) 624-3330
r—————

I Need a roomie?

i

I

Got stuff to sell?

FeaturesInclude:
"ControlledAccess
"Underground Parking
"High-Speed DSL
Track Lighting
"Walk-ln-Closets
"Private Decks and Patio
"Washer/Dryers
"Walking Distance to Swedish
Hospital, Seattle
University, Shopping and Dinning.

"fwicl*

dishwasher,

kitchens,

500.For Rent

newborn. Call RaeAn
and Todd 877.270.7650 or
Marlene at Bethany
Christian 800.733.4604
www.completlngthefamily.com

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS FOR
RENT.

Studio $1295
1Bdrm $1395
2 Bdrm $1795 & up
located across from SU
(walking distance), parking,
laundryroom. Daily, weekly,
monthly
rates.
and
Call (206) 621-9229
First Hill Apartments, 400
1Oth Aye.,Seattle, WA 98 122

Place your
classified ad today! j

Waylen Leopoldino
AdvertisingManager
(206) 296-6474
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Who stole? The baby
Giraffe? Bring it Back!
Damn it!

Jamie!
You're the greatest ever and
I'm the luckiest to have you
as my roomie

Irarely run into you. When
Ido, Iam shy but give me
another chance and please
stop by!

-A

Thanks to all the kids who
helped me out this last
week while Iwas here
I'll miss you this summer!

- Haulass

Hey Stephanie Stone,

... Your
- Me still gorgeous.
T-

Fidel, Uncle, and Ta-ta,

You make my days brighter

Can't wait for pillow fights
and slumber parties!
Here's to K-Mart pictures
and nature backgrounds.
Love, Me

AnnaWanna go out sometime!?!
LoveT

-A

Don't fish in the Ala Wai!!
From, The Children of the
Ala Wai

Red Sox Rock
PEEEDDROOO!
Joker's Wild

-

Hey CAC Girl Wednesdays
at noon .You single yet?

..

197 charred ones

Dear Spectator:
There is no such word as

2 frozen ones
1 wet one!
1 LIKE MONKEYS!

"Mainhold." (Page 6, April
25 issue). Thought you
might like to know.

-Ro-

Katherine Rodella,
Love knocks when you
least expect it. You shou
be less picky!
Love, Pinky

Rizzo. Yo" Ma Onlee
Fwend
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...

Kunz A MOP!?! WHAT &
WHY?

To Kitch,
Thanks for a great weekend!
Ihad fun at the University
Street fair. Sorry Iwalked
too fast for you. You took so
long eatingyour apple
dumpling.

Campus Voice

What is the
craziest thing
you've ever seen
on campus?
"The craziest thing was when I
saw my favorite poet, Breyten
Breytenbach, on campus. It was
crazy because Ipicked up his
stuff and read it and then
went to the prison where
he was imprisoned and
then Icame home like
two weeks later and
the man was on
campus/
Laura Fisher,
junior,

International
Studies

'The craziest thing Isaw on
campus was when someone
running
was
aroundnaked and
they had a lot of
metal in places
where there
shouldn't be

metal/
Bill
Tierney,
junior,
English
Literature

"Hector Herrera in a dress."
Nick Jordan, sophomore,
Rncinocc

"I have to say the craziest thing I
ever saw on campus was my first
year here, three years ago, when I
saw a topless tap-dancer, tapdancing to Snoop
Doggy Dogg in
Campion."
Shalina Akins,

Bellarmine
Hall Director

"Well Ithink one of the craziest
things was what everyone saw...
on the Streak when that kid came
back on his rol p**-

blades naked
and dove into
the fountain/

Rich Guaty,
senior, Public
Relations

PHOTOS: ALEXIS JUOAY-MARSHALL / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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